Cooperative transition in the conformation of 24-mer tarantula hemocyanin upon oxygen binding.
Hemocyanins are large respiratory proteins of arthropods and mollusks, which bind oxygen with very high cooperativity. Here, we investigated the relationship between oxygen binding and structural changes of the 24-mer tarantula hemocyanin. Oxygen binding of the hemocyanin was detected following the fluorescence intensity of the intrinsic tryptophans. Under the same conditions, structural changes were monitored by the non-covalently bound fluorescence probe Prodan (6-propionyl-2-(dimethylamino)-naphthalene), which is very sensitive to its surroundings. Upon oxygen binding of the hemocyanin a red shift of 5 nm in the emission maximum of the label was observed. A comparison of oxygen binding curves recorded with tryptophan and Prodan emission revealed that structural changes in tarantula hemocyanin lag behind oxygen binding at the beginning of oxygenation. Analyses based on the nested two-state model, which describes cooperative oxygen binding of hemocyanins, indicated that the transition monitored by Prodan emission is closely related to one of the four conformations (rR) predicted for the allosteric unit. Earlier, the allosteric unit of tarantula hemocyanin was found to be the 12-mer half-molecule. Here, fluorescence titration revealed that the number of Prodan binding sites/24-mer tarantula hemocyanin is approximately 2, matching the number of allosteric units/hemocyanin. Based on the agreement between oxygen binding curves and fluorescence titration we concluded that Prodan monitors a conformational transition of the allosteric unit.